Current HPC systems utilize a variety of interconnection networks, with varying features and communication characteristics. MPI normalizes these interconnects with a common interface used by most HPC applications. However, network properties can have a significant impact on application performance. We explore the impact of the interconnect on application performance on the Blue Waters supercomputer. Blue Waters uses a three-dimensional, Cray Gemini torus network, which provides twice the Y-dimension bandwidth in the X and Z dimensions. Through several benchmarks, including a halo-exchange example, we demonstrate that application-level mapping to the network topology yields significant performance improvements.
cess topology functions, which enable the user to indicate the communication pattern in the program and enable the implementation to map MPI processes to processors in a way that optimizes this communication.
We explore the impact of interconnect topology on application performance on the Blue Waters (BW) system at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of Illinois. BW is a Cray supercomputer that contains 237 XE6 and 32 XK7 cabinets, connected in a 3D torus using the Gemini interconnect. In this network, the X and Z dimension network links are twice those of the Y dimension. Because of its anisotropic communication characteristics, the Gemini interconnect presents interesting challenges to the efficient mapping of application-level communication patterns to the underlying network links.
Our point-to-point experiments reveal severe behavior differences among the different network dimensions. For instance, in accordance with the mentioned bandwidth disparity, we find a transfer rate difference of up to 45% when using X or Z links. Although the latency increase per traversed router is constant, the obtained transfer rates for large data payloads vary highly, depending on the number of hops.
An optimized rank-node placement to distribute the collaborative tasks according to the network particularities reveals potentially large benefits. For example, we obtained reductions in latency of up to 74% in MPI Alltoall and 54% in MPI Allgather collective operations when performed within Y rows of nodes in the torus, instead of within X and Z rows. Restricting these operations to planes, we see latency reductions of up to 59% and 53%, respectively, when using Y links. Moreover, we find up to 8% improvement in nearest-neighbor data exchanges when the collaborative tasks are placed according to the actual network topology instead of the system placement algorithm.
Main contributions of this paper: (1) Based on pointto-point microbenchmarks, we provide a characterization of the Gemini network's anisotropic behavior; (2) we prove that a Y-wise placement of the dual nodes per network Cartesian point is highly beneficial given the particular anisotropic behavior of this network; and (3) using a halo benchmark, we demonstrate the potential gains of MPI-network topology matching versus the available node placement.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of related work. Section 3 describes the supercomputer class analyzed. Section 4 details our evaluation. Section 5 presents the conclusions of this paper.
RELATED WORK
Given the broad interest of MPI in the HPC arena, performance evaluations of communications employing this interface have been covered for the different supercomputers since MPI emerged two decades ago. Recent examples include studies of the performance behavior of MPI on the Blue Gene/P [2, 3, 4] .
Performance evaluations on recent Cray XE/XK platforms have also been carried out. Early experience on the Titan system at Oak Ridge was described in [5] . Subsequent work includes an evaluation of the overhead of the Cray MPI implementation (as a justification for the design of a low-level benchmarking tool for internode, inter-GPU data transfers) [8] and an evaluation of the Partitioned Global Address Space runtime system of these platforms [12] . Prior work suggested that the placement of the nodes sharing the same Gemini application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) in the Y direction was beneficial [1] . However, this work lacked a justificative base performance evaluation. Technical details supporting the anisotropy of this fabric were also missing in that work.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work focusing on the implications of the Gemini anisotropy over MPI collectives and nearest-neighbor communications.
SYSTEM
In this section we first describe the architectural view of the target system of this paper. Next, we present the details of the actual system where our experiments were performed. We then review the MPI rank ordering in these systems.
Cray XE6/XK7 Overview
The Cray Gemini network system interconnect we target in this paper is employed by Cray XE6, XK6, and XK7 compute nodes. The system on which we performed our evaluation is composed of both XE6 and XK7 cabinets.
The Compute Nodes
The Cray XE6 nodes are composed of two AMD Interlagos processors. The XK6/XK7 nodes contain a single processor plus an NVIDIA graphics processing unit (GPU). The XK6 version is equipped with a Fermi GPU, whereas its successor features a GPU implementing the most recent NVIDIA Kepler architecture. A detailed description of the internal architecture of these compute nodes is given in [8] .
Gemini Network
Compute nodes are connected to a Gemini fabric. Two nodes share the same Gemini ASIC, which contains the two network interface controllers (NICs) and a YARC-2 router, as shown in Figure 1a The information provided by the vendor about the routing algorithm is limited and not concise, so we have preferred to directly cite it [6] : "For traffic designated as adaptive the Gemini router performs packet by packet adaptive routing, distributing traffic over lightly loaded links. (. . . ) Hashed deterministic routing can be selected as an alternative when a sequence of operations must be performed in order."
The attainable transfer rate per node is limited by its injection rate, which in turn is that where the NIC is connected: a HyperTransport (HT) 3 link, offering up to 8 GB/s of effective transfer rate per node and direction. On the other hand, the minimum end-point latency is reported to be 1 microsecond, or 1.5 microseconds for MPI messages. Further information can be found in [6] .
Blue Waters
Distributed among 237 XE6 and 32 XK7 cabinets, the 25,712 nodes of Blue Waters interweave a 23 × 24 × 24 3D torus. AMD 6276 processors provide 16 AMD bulldozer cores, split into two nonunified memory access nodes. Each XE6 node has two 32 GB memory banks, providing a bandwidth of roughly 50 GB/s each, whereas XK7 nodes incorporate a single memory bank. At the time of our writing this paper, the default MPI implementation is Cray MPICH [9] 5.6.1. For resource management, TORQUE 2.5.12 and Moab 6.1.9 are used in this system.
Job Placement and MPI Rank Ordering
Several job placement algorithms were investigated in [1] . Their final versions are currently being used by most Cray systems. Ranks are ordered in a zigzag fashion (Figure 2) where the first and last ranks are adjacent, so as to decrease hop count and increase bisection bandwidth. This work started from usage data suggesting 8 × 8 × 8 building blocks for reservations, or the best available approximation. Since XE6 routers contain two nodes that should be considered being in the Y direction, since Z links are faster than X links, and since every fifth Y link crosses a cabinet and is thus slower, the final choice was to use 4 × 2 × 8 blocks.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section presents our evaluation. Basic point-to-point benchmarking is introduced first. Next, collective communications are evaluated. A halo benchmark [13] concludes this section. The study of the network anisotropic implications on production applications is left for future work.
Basic Microbenchmarks
To characterize the interconnection network, we first perform basic point-to-point benchmarking by employing the OSU Micro-Benchmarks 3.9 suite [11]. In particular, latency and uni-and bidirectional throughput are evaluated for internode transfers, focusing on the distance between peer nodes. These evaluations involve two nodes separated by a varying number of hops along all three dimensions at representative data payload sizes. The double nodes per ASIC are considered to be in the Y direction. We determined the increase in latency per router to be roughly 0.1µs.
Despite both X and Z dimensions presenting the same number of links between routers, their performance behavior differs dramatically [1] . Z-wise communications are faster than their X-wise counterpart, showing up to 45% difference in the case of unidirectional throughput from 2 to 6 hops ( Figure 3a) . After 6 hops, the transfer rate gap between both dimensions may be considered negligible with the exception of 12 hops, where Z outperforms X in 60%.
The distance between communication peers plays an important role in this network, revealing anisotropic bounds in the number of hops leading to considerable performance differences. For example, the unidirectional transfer rate in the Z direction performs at 100% during the first 3 hops and at 70% from 4 to 6 hops, falling to less than 50% when farther nodes are involved in the data transfer (Figure 3a) . In the case of bidirectional throughput (Figure 3b) , the maximum rate is maintained only for one-hop distances.
The technical details that would permit explaining the particularities exposed by this microbenchmark evaluation are not disclosed by the vendor. Here, we focus instead on the way this behavior may impact applications performing internode network communication by means of MPI.
Collective Communications
To evaluate the effects of network anisotropy on communications involving more advanced and widely used MPI communication patterns over a larger number of nodes, we ran some of the collective OSU microbenchmarks on communicators of different shapes. Given the arrangement of network links in Figure 1c , messaging along the Y direction may be expected to suffer from reduced transfer rate, a hypothesis corroborated by individual point-to-point experiments such as in Figure 3 . However, an optimal node ordering and matching between MPI ranks and network topology may lead collectives saturating the links to greatly improve their performance in the Y direction. To illustrate this, we show in Figure 4 the throughput attained when a pair of processes transfers data to another pair of processes (one-toone), placed in parallel network paths. As can be seen in the figure, the aggregate transfer rate increases for those transfers in the Y direction, because they feature separate links. In contrast, the double X and Z links become shared and do not provide a throughput increase with respect to the single-transfer case of Figure 3a . The placement of the dual nodes per ASIC along the Y direction brings another performance improvement for transfers in this coordinate, as nodes are closer with regard to the costly network hops.
This behavior led by the Y-wise node placing and topology matching is well suited to be exploited, e.g., by rowwise and-to a minor extent-planewise collective communications. To illustrate the performance of these, we conducted experiments involving splitting a contiguous cube of allocated nodes into rows and planes and subsequently invoking collective operations on each individual split, i.e., rowwise, where collectives are performed among the ranks placed in the same row in a given direction (X, Y, or Z), and planewise, where the collectives are performed among the ranks placed along the same plane (XY, XZ, and YZ). We modified the OSU MPI_Alltoall and MPI_Allgather microbenchmarks to implement these conditions. Note that the same collective will be happening concurrently in all splits.
Our rowwise experiments (Figures 5a and 5b) show re- Since the number of Y links is half the number in the X and Z directions, we identified a nonstraightforward performance behavior that can be exploited by production libraries and applications. The unexpected benefit in the Y direction is explained by the fact that the internal connection between nodes sharing a Gemini ASIC offers roughly the same throughput as the interrouter X and Z links. However, if leveraging a Y-wise arrangement of the double nodes of each network Cartesian point, Y single links are used by only two nodes, whereas the double X and Z links are used to communicate up to four nodes. In a saturated regime like ours, this means that adjacent nodes in the Y direction will experience around twice as much throughput as in X and Z.
Stencil Communications
The MPI_Cart family of calls provide rankwise Cartesian topology information. These functions allow users to define a Cartesian virtual topology and allow MPI tasks to obtain information about the topology they are part of. Although the underlying MPI implementation is not required to take into account the actual network topology when distributing the ranks across the user-specified topology, a good matching between this logical rank distribution and the actual network topology is highly desired in order to improve communication performance. This becomes especially relevant in those applications communicating mostly with their neighbors, such as those performing halo exchanges.
To assess the implications of our anisotropic network on stencil communications, we developed a halo test as a rough indication of the communication pattern of a range of production applications. The following are its features:
Communications Via nonblocking MPI primitives, with one process per node performing the halo exchange in a box disposal: 4 neighbors in the case of 2D and 8 neighbors for the 3D case, forming a periodic mesh.
Memory All dimensions feature the same size: 65,536 double elements per dimension for 2D tests (a total of 4 MB bidirectional transfers per rank performing a halo exchange with its neighbors), while 1,536 in the case of 3D (216 MB of data transfers per halo exchange). Data are actually stored in memory following a proper layout, so elements across Y and Z dimensions are not contiguous. Data are packed and unpacked in temporary buffers for network exchange. This process is interleaved with the actual exchange process and is considered in our timings. Single rows for 2D and planes in the 3D case are exchanged with neighbors.
Timing Average time spent in communications involving all nodes. To compute the throughput, we consider the entire amount of sent and received data with all the neighbors. Experiments are repeated 50 times, and the average is represented, obtaining a maximum relative standard deviation of 2.5%.
The key for an efficient halo exchange is to arrange the ranks taking into account the network topology, in order to minimize the number of links the data travel along. However, the Cray MPI implementation ignores the network topology; that is, it effectively ignores the reorder parameter in the MPI_Cart_create function, hence relying on the node placement order (see Section 3.3). This ordering is the fruit of a heuristic algorithm designed to be beneficial for a wide range of communication patterns. However, applications specifying an MPI Cartesian topology would highly benefit from a matching to the actual network topology. Our evaluations considered three different distributions:
Plain Based on their original ordering, ranks are distributed along the X, next Y, and then Z dimensions.
Cart create The MPI library distributes the ranks. This effectively results in a Y-major ordering for 2D topologies and Z-Y-X in the case of 3D.
Custom MPI topology matches the network topology, accomplished by employing the network topology information provided by the PMI interface in MPICH.
In order to avoid performance artifacts introduced by network hops, and hence clearly reveal the potential of MPI and network topology matching, our tests were run in a block of contiguous nodes within the network topology.
The results of our 2D halo benchmarks are shown in Figure 6a 1 , covering a range from 2 to 12 nodes in each dimen- sion. The network topology-aware placement (Custom) outperforms the two other placement possibilities for a dimension of 6 or more nodes. Up to 4% improvement is observed for 12×12 nodes with respect to the MPI-driven distribution (Cart_create). On the other hand, the naïve distribution (Plain) shows a slightly better performance of up to 1.4% in the case of a 5×5 node topology with respect to the MPIassisted ordering, revealing a slightly better matching to the default node ordering algorithm. This difference lies in the fact that those data along other than the X dimension are not contiguous in memory, and hence the packing/unpacking stages are more costly. Because of the network anisotropy, if those have to be transferred along a dimension offering a lesser throughput, transfer times to different neighbors are further imbalanced, causing an overall overhead. Moreover, the topology matching distribution favors scalability, since data have to traverse fewer links among logical neighbors. Figure 6b depicts our halo benchmarking for a 3D topology, ranging from 3 to 8 nodes per dimension. In this case, the Z-Y-X distribution algorithm (Cart_create) outperforms the naïve X-Y-Z sorting (Plain) up to 4% in the case of a 6-node dimension cube. Again, this difference is because of the network anisotropic properties. On the other hand, the Custom ordering outperforms the Plain distribution in 8.5%, and the Cart_create in 5%, ensuring a minimum network link usage, and depicting the relevance of the introduction of topology-aware ordering in MPI libraries.
Note that minimizing network hops on data transfers is expected to be highly beneficial in production environments, where noncontiguous nodes are likely to be assigned by the global job scheduler. However, an optimal matching between the Cartesian topology defined for an application and the actual network topology is nontrivial. Employing existing mapping libraries such as LibTopoMap [7] for this purpose is left for future work and as an interesting topic to be considered by MPI library developers.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied the anisotropic implications of Cray Gemini networks on MPI communications. After a characterization of this interconnect by means of point-topoint benchmarks, we evaluated the behavior of MPI collectives along the different dimensions and planes of the network topology of our target system. We proved that when the nodes sharing a network coordinate are considered to be placed along the dimension featuring lesser network links, communication performance along that direction is higher than expected, hence maximizing the use of the network resources. Additionally, we demonstrated by means of a halo benchmark that including awareness of the network topology in the MPI library can outperform the heuristic-based rank ordering of this system.
The results of our study demonstrate the benefits of an MPI-network topology matching for common application scenarios. Since the current MPI implementation on Cray systems ignores the reorder parameter meant for this purpose, currently topology-sensitive applications need to be concerned about network placement, aided (one hopes) by external libraries. This situation poses an unnecessary overhead for application developers, who should be able to rely on the capabilities of the MPI library for this purpose. As suggested in this paper, MPI libraries would benefit from the incorporation of existing topology matching work. Although this paper focuses on the Cray Gemini interconnect, other systems that are still missing the topology reorder capability may benefit from its implementation as well.
